PART ONE: GETTING STARTED

PART ONE: GETTING STARTED
Each Part ends with a Practice task to extend your revision:

How to use your York Notes Workbook

An exam-style
task for you to
practise a full
essay

There are lots of ways your Workbook can support your study and revision of A Christmas
Carol. There is no ‘right’ way – choose the one that suits your learning style best.
1) Alongside the York Notes
Study Guide and the text
Do you have the York Notes
Study Guide for A Christmas
Carol?
The contents of your Workbook
are designed to match the
sections in the Study Guide, so
with the novella to hand you
could:
read the relevant section(s) of
the Study Guide and any part
of the novella referred to;

2) As a ‘stand-alone’
revision programme

3) As a form of mock-exam

1 First, read this exam-style task:

Think you know A Christmas
Carol well?
Why not work through the
Workbook systematically, either
as you finish sections, or as you
study or revise certain aspects
in class or at home.
You could make a revision diary
and allocate particular sections
of the Workbook to a day or
week.

2 Begin by circling the key words in the question above.

Prefer to do all your revision in
one go?

3 Now complete the table, noting down 3–4 key points with evidence and the
effect created:
Point

You could put aside a day or
two and work through the
Workbook, page by page. Once
you have finished, check all
your answers in one go!

Evidence/quotation

Effect or explanation

The first
sentence of the
essay provided
for you to use
as a prompt to
start a fulllength essay

4 Draft your response. Use the space below for your first paragraph(s) and then
continue onto a sheet of paper:

This will be quite a challenge,
but it may be the approach you
prefer.

Start: In this extract, Dickens introduces various aspects of the novella which will
become important. Firstly, …

PROGRESS LOG [tick the correct box]

Needs more work

❑

Getting there

❑

Under control ❑
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Part Six: Progress Booster helps you test your own key writing skills:
A sample of a
student’s
writing
challenges you
to judge its
strengths and
weaknesses.

Parts Two to Five offer a range of tasks and activities:

PART SIX: PROGRESS BOOSTER

Structure and linking of paragraphs
Paragraphs need to demonstrate your points clearly by:
Using topic sentences
Focusing on key words from quotations
Explaining their effect or meaning
1 Read this model paragraph in which a student explains how Dickens presents the
Ghosts:
Dickens presents the Ghosts as guides who help Scrooge learn from the scenes he
is shown. They sometimes highlight his previous bad behaviour in order to do this,
for example, repeating Scrooge’s words back to him and calling him an ‘Insect’. This
teaches Scrooge how insignificant he is and demonstrates to him that he does not
have the right to judge or criticise others.
Look at the response carefully:
Underline the topic sentence which explains the main point about the Ghosts.

PART TWO: PLOT AND ACTION

Circle the word that the Ghosts use to describe Scrooge.

PART TWO: PLOT AND ACTION

Stave Two, pages 21–5: The Ghost of Christmas Past

EXAM PREPARATION: WRITING ABOUT THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST
Read from ‘It was a strange figure’ (p. 23) to ‘at a distance.’ (p. 24)

QUICK TEST

Question: How does Dickens create a sense of this Ghost being related to
the past?

1 Which of these are TRUE statements about this section, and which are FALSE?
Write ‘T’ or ‘F’ in the boxes:
a) Scrooge wakes to find that it is dark, and when the clock strikes 12,
he does not understand, since it cannot be noon.

❑

b) Dickens does not continue describing the weather in this section.

❑

c) Scrooge is unconcerned about Marley’s Ghost at this point.

❑

d) The first thing Scrooge sees of the Ghost of Christmas Past is a hand
drawing back the bed curtains.

❑

e) The Ghost wears a white tunic and holds a bunch of holly.

❑

f) The Ghost’s belt shines out a constant bright light.

❑

Think about:
How the Ghost is described
The effect on the reader
3 Complete this table:
Point/detail

Evidence

Effect or explanation

1: The Ghost’s physical
appearance recalls all ages at
once.

‘like a child: yet not so like a
child as like an old man’

This phrasing encourages the
reader to see the Ghost as
representing an entire lifespan
all at once: the whole past of
an individual.

2: Dickens refers to distance
more than once in describing
the Ghost.

THINKING MORE DEEPLY
2 Write one or two sentences in response to each of these questions:
a) Why do you think Dickens tells us that Scrooge stayed up until after 2 a.m. and
yet the clock is striking midnight?

3: Dickens emphasises the
Ghost’s qualities of
indistinctness and
impermanence.

4 Write up point 1 into a paragraph below in your own words. Remember to
include what you infer from the evidence, or the writer’s effects:

Highlight the part of the last sentence which explains the word.

This task
focuses in on a
key character,
theme,
technique,
idea or
relationship
and helps you
plan and write
up paragraphs
for an essay.

2 Now read this paragraph by a student who is explaining how Dickens presents
Fred:
We learn more about Fred when he is talking to his family about Scrooge: ‘He may
rail at Christmas till he dies, but he can’t help thinking better of it – I defy him – if he
finds me going there, in good temper, year after year, and saying Uncle Scrooge, how
are you?’ This tells us what kind of person Fred is.
Expert viewpoint: This paragraph is unclear. It does not begin with a topic sentence to explain
how Dickens presents Fred and does not zoom in on any key words that tell us what Fred is like.
Now rewrite the paragraph. Start with a topic sentence, and pick out a key word or
phrase to ‘zoom in’ on, then follow up with an explanation or interpretation:
Dickens presents Fred as

PART SIX: PROGRESS BOOSTER
It is equally important to make your sentences link together and your ideas follow
on fluently from each other. You can do this by:
Using a mixture of short and long sentences as appropriate
Using words or phrases that help connect or develop ideas
3 Read this model paragraph by one student writing about Scrooge and how he is
presented:
Dickens presents Scrooge as an older man who seems very set in his ways. At the start
of the novella, his ideas about Christmas and other people appear very fixed, for
example when he refuses to help ‘Idle people’, suggesting that he has no sympathy
for the poor whatsoever. By the end of the novella, he is transformed. The insights
the Ghosts give him into other people’s lives make it impossible for him to continue
to dehumanise them, which changes his outlook completely.
Look at the response carefully:
Underline the topic sentence which introduces the main idea.
Underline the short sentence which signals a change in ideas.
Circle any words or phrases that link ideas such as ‘who’, ‘when’, ‘implying’,
‘which’, etc.
4 Read this paragraph by another student also commenting on how Scrooge is
presented:
Dickens creates a clear image of some aspects of Scrooge’s appearance. This is found
in Stave One. He is described as ‘his eyes red, his thin lips blue’ and ‘A frosty rime
was on his head, and on his eyebrows, and his wiry chin.’ All this is because he has
his own ‘cold within him’. This suggests what an uncaring and callous man he is. He
always makes everywhere cold because he is such an unfeeling person.
Expert viewpoint: The candidate has understood how the character’s nature is revealed in his
appearance. However, the paragraph is rather awkwardly written. It needs improving by linking
the sentences with suitable phrases and joining words such as: ‘where’, ‘in’, ‘as well as’, ‘who’,
‘suggesting’, ‘implying’.
Rewrite the paragraph, improving the style, and also try to add a concluding
sentence summing up Scrooge’s character and appearance.
Start with the same topic sentence, but extend it:
Dickens creates a clear image of some aspects of Scrooge’s appearance ...

PROGRESS LOG [tick the correct box]
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b) Why do you think Dickens puts himself into the story with ‘as close to it as I am
now to you’?

5 Now, choose one of your other points and write it out as another paragraph here:

c) Why does Scrooge want the Ghost to put its cap on?

PROGRESS LOG [tick the correct box]
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A plain table
provided for
you to fill in
with your own
ideas

Question: Which aspects of the novella does Dickens set up in this opening passage?

HOW WILL THE WORKBOOK HELP YOU TEST AND CHECK YOUR
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS?

These more
open questions
challenge you
to show your
understanding.

Practice task

Read the first three paragraphs of the novella, from: ‘Marley was dead: to begin with.’ to
‘solemnised it with an undoubted bargain.’ (p. 1)

complete the tasks in the
same section in your
Workbook.

These fun and
quick-tocomplete tasks
check your
basic
knowledge of
the text.

PART TWO: PLOT AND ACTION

Needs more work

❑

Getting there

❑

Under control ❑
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A clear, quick
way to visually
record your
progress

Needs more work

An opportunity
for you to
apply what
you
have
❑
❑
❑
learned to a
new point
Getting there

An expert
teacher or
marker’s view
of the student’s
work will help
you understand
key skills.

Under control

A Christmas Carol 63

Don’t forget – these are just some examples of the Workbook contents. Inside there
is much, much more to help you revise. For example:
lots of samples of students’ own work at different levels
help with writing skills
advice and tasks on writing about context
a full answer key so you can check your answers
a full-length practice exam task with guidance on what to focus on.
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PART FIVE: FORM, STRUCTURE AND LANGUAGE

Language
QUICK TEST
1 Circle the correct linguistic or literary term to complete the statement:
a) Dickens uses the [metaphor / simile / personification] ‘solitary as an oyster’
(p. 2) to show how closed-up and isolated Scrooge is, but also to hint that there
is something valuable inside him.
b) [Listing / Rule of three / Imagery] is used by Dickens to create a sense of plenty
when the Ghost of Christmas Present is taking Scrooge through the streets.
c) Dickens uses the [noun / adverb / adjective] ‘tremulous’ to show how Bob’s
voice wavers when he speaks about Tiny Tim.
d) Dickens uses the [simile / personification / adjective] of ‘potatoes bubbling up,
knocked loudly at the saucepan-lid to be let out and peeled’ (p. 48) as an
example of the excitement in the Cratchit household: even the dinner is
affected.
e) Dickens uses the [noun / adjective / adverb] ‘timidly’ in the clause ‘Scrooge
entered timidly’ (p. 42) to indicate that Scrooge has already begun to change a
little because he is showing respect to the Ghost of Christmas Present.

PART FIVE: FORM, STRUCTURE AND LANGUAGE
THINKING MORE DEEPLY
3 Complete this table by selecting three significant moments of intrusive narration
and adding a quotation and analysis for each:
Intrusive narration

Quotation

Analysis or explanation

1: Dickens uses the intrusive
narrator to conform to the
fireside ghost story genre.

2: Dickens uses the intrusive
narrator to make judgemental
comments about Scrooge.

3: Dickens uses the intrusive
narrator to help the audience
understand more than Scrooge.

4 Look at this quotation from Marley’s Ghost. Add further annotations to it by
finding suitable terms from the bank at the bottom of the page and explaining
how Dickens uses these features to create impact:

THINKING MORE DEEPLY
2 Write two or three sentences in response to each of these questions:
repetition = emphasises
routine and habit

a) Why do you think Dickens uses so much weather imagery in setting up
the story?

‘I wear the chain I forged in life … I made it link by link, and yard by yard; I girded it
on of my own free will, and of my own free will I wore it.’

b) How does Dickens develop Scrooge’s bed as a symbol in the novella?

conjunction

adjective
symbol
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verb

pronoun

repetition

imagery

Needs more work

❑

Getting there

❑

Under control ❑
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